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“The ideal reader treats the book as full of signi˜cance. . . . Ultimately, the
holistic interpreter is animated by a respect for his cultural heritage that takes
the form of a prejudice in favor of the ancient biblical author-editors and their
transmitters. He requires more than a theoretical cause before discounting and
disintegrating their products.”1 These are among the many methodological principles Moshe Greenberg attempted to impart to me as a student. May the HolyOne-Blessed-Be-He account it to him as if he had been successful.
The words yba dba ymra at the beginning of the declaration of the ˜rstfruits (Deut 26:5) have puzzled exegetes since ancient times. Who is the ymra
‘Aramean’, and who is yba ‘my father’? What is the meaning of dba? What is
the subject and what is the predicate of the clause? How is it connected to the
clauses that follow it: “He went down to Egypt and sojourned there with meager numbers, but there he became a great, mighty, and populous nation”?

Peshat
The reading of yba dba ymra that is today considered its plain sense (yba =
subject; dba ymra = predicate noun phrase) is usually thought to have made its
˜rst unambiguous appearance in the commentaries of R. Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Author’s note: I am indebted to Professors S. Abramson l òò z, D. Berger, J. Blau, H. Z. Dimitrovsky,
S. Friedman, S. Z. Leiman, Y. Maori, C. Milikovsky, S. Naeh, and R. White for their advice in matters pertaining to this article. I would also like to thank my students, P. Beltz Glaser and S. Isaacson, and my son-in-law, Rabbi M. Jacobowitz, for their detailed written comments on an earlier
draft.
1. Moshe Greenberg, “The Vision of Jerusalem in Ezekiel 8–11: A Holistic Interpretation,”
The Divine Helmsman (ed. J. L. Crenshaw and S. Sandmel; New York: Ktav, 1980) 149.
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Rashbam (12th century), but, in fact, it was proposed a generation earlier by
R. Judah Ibn Balçam.2 Ibn Balçam took it to mean ‘a perishing Aramean was
my father’, a reference to Jacob’s wretched condition in Aram.3 In support of
his interpretation of dba, he cited Jer 50:6 and Ps 119:176 (see below), and for
the theme of Israel’s ascent from humble beginnings in Aram, he compared
Hos 12:13–14.
Ibn Ezra and R. David Qimhi4 (and others) followed Ibn Balçam in identifying the “father” with Jacob, the former citing Prov 31:6–7, “give intoxicating drink to him who is perishing (dbwal) . . . , let him drink and forget his
poverty (wvyr),” as evidence that dba could be used in the sense of ‘destitute’
and the latter citing Gen 31:40, “scorching heat consumed me by day and frost
by night,” as evidence of Jacob’s suˆering in Aram. Rashbam and R. Joseph
Bekhor Shor,5 on the other hand, identi˜ed the ‘father’ with Abraham, taking
our phrase to mean ‘a wandering (= emigrant)6 Aramean was my father’ on the
2. He presents it as a novel interpretation, superior to that of Onqelos and Saadia, here and in
his commentary to Hos 12:13. At the same time, he hints at an innovative interpretation of m. Pesah. 10:4, according to which the sentence “He begins with the negative and ends with the positive” is explained by the immediately following sentence: “And he expounds from yba dba ymra
until he ˜nishes the entire portion.” See Samuel Poznanski, “The Arabic Commentary of Abu Zakariya Yahya (Judah ben Samuel) Ibn Balçam on the Twelve Minor Prophets,” JQR n.s. 15 (1924–
25) 22–23; Maçaravi Perez, μyrbdw rbdmbl çwryp (MA thesis, Bar-Ilan University, 1970) 60, 112,
182. (I am indebted to M. Linetsky for obtaining this thesis for our library and to Z. Erenyi for
calling it to my attention.) For antecedents cited by Yefet b. çEli, see n. 24, below.
3. For Ibn Balçam and his followers, the phrase dba ymra is indivisible: Jacob, the scion of a
wealthy Hebrew family, lived the life of a wretched Aramean for twenty years. Contrast J. Van Seters (Abraham in History and Tradition [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975] 33) and J. Gerald Janzen (“The ‘Wandering Aramean’ Reconsidered,” VT 44 [1994] 359–75), who also take it to
mean ‘perishing’ but see it as a reference to Jacob’s condition in Canaan during the famine (‘starving’), which led him to descend to Egypt. For other advocates of ‘perishing, destitute’, see M. A. Beek,
“Das Problem des aramäischen Stammvaters (Deut. XXVI 5),” OTS 8 (1951) 199–200, 211.
4. R. Abraham Ibn Ezra, arz[ ˆba μhrba wnybrl hrwth yçwryp (ed. A. Weiser; Jerusalem:
Mossad Harav Kook, 1976) 3.289; R. David Qimhi, μyçrçh rps (ed. J. H. R. Biesenthal and F. Lebrecht; Berlin: Bethge, 1847) 1, s.v. dba.
5. Rashbam, μòòbçr btk rça hrwth çwryp (ed. D. Rosin; Bratislava: Shottlender, 1881) 17–
18 (Gen 20:13) 222; R. Joseph Bekhor Shor, hrwth l[ rwç rwkb πswy ybr yçwryp (ed. Y. Nevo;
Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1994) 366.
6. Compare German Auswanderer ‘emigrant’. Akkadian parallels favor a nuance closer to ‘fugitive’ or ‘refugee’; see D. D. Luckenbill, “The ‘Wandering Aramean,’ ” AJSL 36 (1920) 244– 45;
Alan R. Millard, “A Wandering Aramean,” JNES 39 (1980) 153–55 and the studies cited there and
in François Dreyfus, “ ‘L’Araméen voulait tuer mon père’: L’actualisation de Dt 26,5 dans la tradition juive et la tradition chrétienne,” in De la Tôrah au Messie: Études d ’exégèse et d ’herméneutiques bibliques oˆertes à Henri Cazelles (ed. M. Carrez, J. Doré, and P. Grelot; Paris: Desclée,
1981) 156 n. 4. Papyrus Anastasi I, from the end of the 13th century B.C.E., contains the verb dba
in a Canaanite sentence transcribed into hieratic syllabic script. According to some scholars, the sentence is a close parallel to Ps 119:176; see W. F. Albright, The Vocalization of the Egyptian Syllabic
Orthography (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1934) 33; ANET, 477; H-W. Fischer-Elfert,
Die satirische Streitschrift des Papyrus Anastasi I (Ägyptologische Abhandlungen 44; Wiesbaden:
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basis of Gen 12:1, “go forth from your land”; 20:13, “when God made me wander (w[th) from my father’s house”; and (to prove h[t = dba) Jer 50:6, “my
people were lost (twdba) sheep, their shepherds made them wander (μw[th)”;
and Ps 119:176, “I have wandered (yty[t) like a lost sheep (dba).”
Neither of these identi˜cations is without its problems. Abraham “went
down to Egypt” (Gen 12:10) but did not become a great nation there; he spent
time in Aram, but it is not clear that his birthplace, Ur of the Chaldees, was
located there. Jacob lived in Aram for twenty years, but Genesis seems to go
out of its way to stress that he was not an Aramean (see Gen 31:20, 47).7
It was presumably such problems that led, in antiquity, to the rejection of
these ethnically problematic interpretations in favor of linguistically problematic ones. Thus, we ˜nd renderings like SurÇan ajpevbalen oJ pathvr mou ‘my
father abandoned Syria’ (LXX) and Yba rbdta Mral ‘my father was taken to
Aram’ (Peshitta), featuring references to migration based more on the meaning
of hmyrxm dryw ‘and he went down to Egypt’8 than on the meaning of the words
allegedly being translated. The standard Jewish interpretation, dealt with below, is also a response to these problems.9
In the modern period, the same problems have led some to conclude that
the original meaning of the verse contradicts the Genesis narratives.10 Others
attempt to solve the problems by reinterpreting ymra11 or yba. According to
Mendelssohn’s Biur, yba refers to Abraham and Jacob together, since “all the
patriarchs together were called ba, on account of their being . . . the root of the
family and the nation.”12 We may add that the generic use of the singular is
well attested in the Bible,13 and examples of ba meaning ‘ancestry, fathers’ are
perhaps to be found in Exod 3:6 (“the God of your father[s]—the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob”) and 15:2.14
Harrassowitz, 1986) 198–99; James E. Hoch, Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts of the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994) 20–21.
7. See also Dreyfus, “L’Araméen,” 152, and the literature cited there. Ibn Ezra was well
aware of the problem: “Let no one object: ‘How can he be called an Aramean?’ It is like ‘Ithra the
Ishmaelite’ (1 Chr 2:17), who was an Israelite, for so it is written (2 Sam 17:25).”
8. Yeshayahu Maori, hmwdqh tydwhyh twnçrphw hrwtl atfyçph μwgrt (Jerusalem: Magnes,
1995) 274–76.
9. If the meaning ‘Gentile, heathen’ (attested for ymra in Jewish and Christian dialects of Late
Aramaic) developed early enough, the standard Jewish interpretation may have been a response to
it, as well.
10. See Dreyfus, “L’Araméen,” 153.
11. See the nonethnic interpretations of Luckenbill, Mazar, and Van Seters, rejected by Millard, “Wandering Aramean,” 153–54, and those of Jacob and Junker cited by Beek, “Das Problem
des aramäischen Stammvaters,” 202–3.
12. Moses Mendelssohn, ˆòòmbmr rwab, in μyyj rwqm çmwj (Berlin: Heinemann, 1833) 5.143.
13. P. Joüon and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Rome: Ponti˜cal Biblical Institute, 1991) s135c.
14. See the commentary of Nachmanides to Exod 3:6.
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S. D. Luzzatto15 expanded the referent of yba further, to include all of the
patriarchs. Luzzatto felt that his view was close to that of Rashbam, and he
was probably right, for Bekhor Shor, who gives a fuller version of Rashbam’s
interpretation, indicates that it was Jacob who “went down to Egypt and sojourned there with meager numbers.” Indeed, both Bekhor Shor and Luzzatto
allude to 1 Chr 16:20, where all three patriarchs are described as wandering
from nation to nation.
Can the referent of yba be expanded still further to include Jacob’s sons as
well? All but one of the latter were born in Aram of Aramean mothers; Aramaic was presumably their native tongue. All of them were emigrés or fugitives16 from Aram, and all of them went down to Egypt rather than perish from
hunger.17 The other capsule histories of Israelite origins mention their descent
to Egypt together with their father (Josh 24:4) and even their children (Deut
10:22; cf. also Num 20:15). Thus, including them in the referent of yba makes
the aforementioned solution more compelling.

Derash
Onqelos translates yba dba ymra in accordance with a very widespread derasha: aba ty adbwal a[b hamra ˆbl ‘Laban the Aramean sought to destroy
my father (= Jacob)’. The second half18 of the following comment in Sipre
Deut. 26:5 gives the same interpretation: wnyba dry alç dmlm ,yba dba ymra
wdbya wlyak ymrah ˆbl l[ hl[mw 19dbwal/dbal tnm l[ ala μral bq[y ‘It teaches
that our father Jacob went down to Aram for no other purpose than to perish,
and (nevertheless?) (Scripture) accounts it to Laban the Aramean as though he
destroyed him’.20 Many other targumim and midrashim, as well as the Passover
15. S. D. Luzzatto, hrwt yçmwj hçmj l[ lòòdç çwryp (ed. P. Schlesinger; Tel-Aviv: Dvir,
1965) 550.
16. See n. 6 above, and the works cited there, esp. Millard, “Wandering Aramean,” 155. The
verb ‘˘ee’ is used four times in the story of Jacob’s departure from Aram with his family (Gen
31:20–22, 27).
17. See n. 3 above, and Gen 42:2, 43:8.
18. Maori (atfyçph μwgrt, 178) accepts the claim of A. Geiger, D. Z. Hoˆmann, and D. Goldschmidt that the peshat interpretation is implicit already in the ˜rst half of the Sipre’s comment;
Dreyfus (“L’Araméen,” 149, 153, 157 n. 16) rejects it.
19. This is a qal in˜nitive on the analogy of the imperfect (db"ayo), as usual in Mishnaic Hebrew and, mutatis mutandis, Galilean Aramaic. Another initial-åalep in˜nitive with this spelling
variation is lkwl/lkwalø/lk"alø, found in a reliable manuscript of the Mishna; see Gideon Haneman,
hnçmh ˆwçl lç twrwxh trwt (Tel-Aviv: Tel-Aviv University, 1980) 228. Cf. already /wlkway/lkay
wlkwy/wlkawy in the Temple Scroll.
20. Sipre Deut., μyrbd rps l[ yrps (ed. L. Finkelstein; Berlin: Jüdischer Kulturbund in Deutschland, 1939) 319, s301. In μyrbd rpsl μyant çrdm [2 vols.; Berlin: Ittskovski, 1909] 172 n. 5),
D. Z. Hoˆmann claims that the words wdbya wlyak ymrah ˆbl l[ hl[mw are a later addition to the
Sipre, but S. Friedman (personal communication) rejects this claim.
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Haggada, re˘ect this interpretation,21 which is believed to have originated in
the Hasmonean period.22
This interpretation is far more midrashic than those of the LXX and Peshitta: in place of their extreme dependence on context, it exhibits supreme indiˆerence to it.23 And while it twists the meaning of fewer words than those
interpretations, it nevertheless seems to stray quite far from the canons of Hebrew grammar. Most modern scholars accept the assumption of Ibn Balçam and
Ibn Ezra that Onqelos’s rendering and the second half of the Sipre’s comment
are based on an ungrammatical interpretation of dbEaO as a transitive Qal participle meaning ‘destroyer, destroying’.24
21. See Mauro Pesce, Dio senza mediatori (Brescia: Paideia, 1979) 123–24; S. T. Lachs, “Two
Related Arameans: A Di¯cult Reading in the Passover Haggadah,” Journal for the Study of Judaism
17 (1986) 65–69; Dreyfus, “L’Araméen,” 148–49 and Maori, atfyçph μwgrt; and add Midras Psalms
30, cited below. The claim that the masoretic accents also re˘ect this interpretation seems reasonable;
see M. Breuer, tòòma yrpsbw μyrps aòòkb arqmh ym[f (Jerusalem: Mikhlala, 1982) 370; S. Kogut,
twnçrpl μym[f ˆyb arqmh (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1994) 65. (I am indebted to M. Linetsky for the former
reference and to J. Blau for the latter.) However, they are also compatible with the Peshitta’s rendering.
22. See Louis Finkelstein, “The Oldest Midrash: Pre-Rabbinic Ideals and Teachings in the
Passover Haggada,” HTR 31 (1938) 299–300; and I. L. Seeligmann, The Septuagint Version of
Isaiah (Leiden: Brill, 1948) 85–86. Seeligman’s argument that it equates Laban, the Aramean, with
Antiochus Epiphanes, the Syrian ruler, is a great improvement over Finkelstein’s geopolitical arguments, but both of these scholars ignore the genuine exegetical problems that led to the rejection of the peshat by exegetes of all periods. Seeligmann, for example, writes that the “sovereign
contempt of the grammatical possibilities of the Hebrew text,” shown by the derasha, “is quite
unjusti˜ed by either historical or homiletic necessity.”
23. As Ibn Ezra notes (cf. also Dreyfus, “L’Araméen,” 159 n. 37), it is di¯cult to ˜nd any
direct connection between Laban attempting to destroy Jacob and Jacob going down to Egypt. The
search for such a connection has been a favorite pursuit of commentators on the Passover Haggada
through the centuries. As far as I know, it has not been noted that some late rabbinic sources solve
the problem by making ymra the subject not only of dba but also of dryw. Thus Tg. Ps.-J. Num. 31:8
has Phinehas say to Balaam: “Are you not Laban the Aramean who sought to destroy Jacob our
father and went down to Egypt to annihilate his oˆspring?” Midr. Sekel Tob Gen. 36:32 (cf. Tg.
Ps.-J. Num. 22:5 and Tg. 1 Chr. 1:43) is similar: “In Edom, reigned Bela ([løb). This is Balaam the
sorcerer, who wanted to destroy ([lb) the inheritance of the Lord, the oˆspring of his (own)
daughters [= Leah and Rachel], as it is said, ‘An Aramean [= Laban] wanted to destroy my father,
and he went down to Egypt.’ . . . And the name of the city was Dinhaba (hbh..). When he went
down to Egypt to be an advisor to Pharaoh, he advised him to say to himself, ‘Let (hbh) us deal
shrewdly with them lest they increase.’ ” In other words, Laban (alias Balaam) continued his quest
to destroy Jacob by going down to Egypt and joining forces with Pharaoh.
24. See, for example, Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch (Munich: Beck, 1922–61) 4/2.644; Beek, “Das Problem des aramäischen Stammvaters,” 194; contrast Kogut cited in n. 47 below. For a diˆerent formulation of the
problem, see E. J. Revell, “åObed (Deut 26:5) and the Function of the Participle in MT,” Sefarad
48 (1988) 197–205. It is interesting to note that, in the two interpretations reported by Yefet ben
Eli (MS London 275, f. 3a–b), dba is taken as intransitive, despite the fact that the “Aramean” is
identi˜ed as Laban. This is accomplished by making yba (= Jacob) the subject of dba and turning
ymra into a prepositional phrase: “with Laban, my father was destitute” or “at the hands of Laban
(on Mt. Gilead), my father nearly perished.”
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According to the two Andalusians, the interpretation is ungrammatical because d-b-a in the Qal stem is always intransitive. But this is such an obvious
defect that it can hardly have escaped the authors of the Sipre, who, in their
own usage, carefully distinguished intransitive dbwa (for example, tdbwa hnyps
‘a ship perishes’)25 from transitive dbam (for example, μlw[h ta μydbam ‘they
destroy the world’).26 Moreover, in Sipre Deut. 11:17, we ˜nd d-b-a in the Qal
stem paraphrased by the intransitive participle hlwg ‘going into exile’,27 precisely
as in Rashbam’s comment to our verse. Finally, Sipre Numbers contains, in
two places, a question about Deut 30:3 that reveals that the rabbis were no less
aware than Ibn Balçam and Ibn Ezra that some verbs in the Qal stem cannot
take an object: ˚twbçAta ˚yhla òh bçw rmanç μhm[ trzwj hnykç μyrzwj μhçkw
. . . bçw ala rman al byçhw ˚mjrw ‘and when they return, the Shekhina will
return with them, as it says, “the Lord your God will return with (ta) your
captivity.” What it says is not byçhw but bçw’.28 This derasha rests on the assumption that since bç, unlike byçh, is intransitive, ta must be the preposition ‘with’ rather than the accusative marker.
Ibn Balçam was no stranger to rabbinic hermeneutics29—indeed, he was
known primarily as a halakist in his time30—and yet he seems to have been
genuinely puzzled by this interpretation, asking: “What necessity (dar¿ra) led
to the ousting of dba from its true usage?” Of the many discussions of this
problem since the Middle Ages, ˜ve seem worthy of note.
(1) R. Judah Loewe (Maharal) of Prague, in his defense of the midrashic
interpretation, noted other cases of d-b-a in the Qal stem rendered by the targumists as if they were transitive: Deut 32:28, twx[ dbwa ywg = axy[ ydbam μ[
‘a people destroying counsel’, and Ps 2:12, ˚rd wdbatw = ajrwa ˆwdbwhtw ‘and
you shall destroy the way’.31 Finding these parallels was a tour de force, but
they do not shed as much light on our derasha as one might suppose, because
the former renders a participle with a participle and the latter renders an imperfect with an imperfect. Accordingly, they fail to explain why Onqelos did
not render the participle dbEaO with a participle, for example, dbwm ywhml a[b
‘sought to be the destroyer of ’ or adbwal y[b ‘was seeking to destroy’, instead of
adbwal a[b ‘sought to destroy’. We shall return to this point below (p. 136).
25. Sipre Deut., 416, s354.
26. Sipre Deut., 376, s324.
27. Sipre Deut., 102, s43.
28. Sipre Num., rbdmb rps l[ yrps (ed. H. S. Horovitz; Leipzig: Gustav Fock, 1917) 83, s84;
223, s161.
29. Joshua Blau, “Ibn Balçam, Judah ben Samuel,” EncJud 8, col. 1156.
30. M. Goshen-Gottstein (ed.), why[çy rpsl μ[lb ˆba hdwhy òr çwryp (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan
University Press, 1992) v.
31. R. Judah Loewe, μçh twrwbg rps (London: Hachinuch, 1954) chap. 54, p. 237; see also
hyra rwg to Deut 26:5.
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(2) R. Wolf Heidenheim, followed by R. Jacob Z. Mecklenburg, and many
others,32 claimed that the rabbis did not interpret dbEaO as a Qal participle but
rather, as the third masculine-singular perfect of a binyan Poel, the Hebrew
counterpart33 of the Arabic 3d form ( façala). Verbs in that binyan are transitive,
he argued, and have the same meaning as their Arabic counterpart. Many modern Arabists believe that the 3d form has a conative sense—‘attempt to, seek
to’—which could not be closer to Onqelos’s rendering with -l a[b and the
Passover Haggada’s paraphrase with -l çqb. Heidenheim’s own description of
the meaning of Arabic façala—‘seek constantly to’34—adds an aspectual component that is not mentioned in any of the standard Arabic handbooks and that
detracts somewhat from his argument.
Heidenheim’s theory is ingenious but problematic. There is not a shred of
synchronic evidence that the Hebrew Poel stem had a conative sense. The classical grammarians who debated the existence of this stem35 never mention such
a sense, nor does Gesenius, whose comparison of the Hebrew Poel with the Arabic façala36 appeared a few years before Heidenheim’s. Heidenheim himself
made no attempt to argue that any of the standard examples of his binyan have
that meaning. The same is true of Ewald, who applied labels like ziel-stamm
and suche-stamm (alongside angriˆ-stamm and anpacke-stamm) to the Hebrew
32. R. Wolf Heidenheim, hnybl [dwm (Rödelheim: Heidenheim, 1818–21)—the comment
appears in the supercommentary on Rashi, arqmh tnbh, printed in that work; R. Jacob Z. Mecklenburg, hlbqhw btkh (Frankfurt a/M: Kauˆmann, 1880); see Dreyfus, “L’Araméen,” 151 and 159
n. 39.
33. Rare except with hollow and geminate verbs.
34. “. . . [W]e also ˜nd it in the Arabic language, in which it is the third binyan. And according to the testimony of their linguists, its principal use is to refer to the constancy of the yearning
of the agent to this action to the point where he seeks it perpetually.” I am unable to determine the
source of Heidenheim’s description. The idea that the Arabic 3d form has conative meaning is generally believed to have been ˜rst proposed in G. H. A. Ewald, Grammatica critica linguae Arabicae (Leipzig: Hahn, 1831–33) 97; see H. Fleisch, Les verbes à allongement vocalique interne en
sémitique (Paris: Institut d’ethnologie, 1944) 58. Fleisch (pp. 47–58) shows that it was completely
unknown to the Arab grammarians and even to de Sacy, whose Arabic grammar Ewald praised
(despite what he considered to be its excessive reliance on the native grammarians) in the prefaces
to vols. 1 and 2 of his own book. Heidenheim could not have taken the idea from Ewald, who
was only seventeen and still a student when the passage cited above was published. Indeed, it was
only gradually that Ewald moved toward the view that the Arabic façala equals the Hebrew Poel
as a suche-stamm. The idea is not very clear in his Grammatica critica linguae Arabicae, and it
is completely absent in his Kritische Grammatik der hebräischen Sprache (Leipzig: Hahn, 1827)
206–7. It appears fully developed in his Ausführliches Lehrbuch der hebräischen Sprache des alten
Bundes (8th ed.; Göttingen, 1870) 331–32, s125a.
35. See the works cited by William Chomsky, David Kimhi’s Hebrew Grammar (New York:
Bloch, 1952) 105 n. 159, esp. Abraham de Balmes, μrba hnqm (Venice, 1523) b, fff., which surveys the debate, and add R. Moses Qimhi, t[dh ylybç ˚lhm (Venice, 1546) b, g.
36. W. Gesenius, Ausführliches grammatisch-kritisches Lehrgebaüde der hebräischen Sprache
mit Vergleichung der verwandten Dialekte (Leipzig: Vogel, 1817) 250–52.
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Poel but ignored them when it came time to interpret individual examples.37 A
valiant attempt to practice what Ewald preached was made by Kautzsch, in his
revision of Gesenius’ grammar,38 but even after excluding hollow and geminate verbs,39 he was unable to impose a conative sense on more than thirty
percent of the examples of Poel that he cited.
On the Arabic side, there are also many problems with Heidenheim’s theory. According to Fleisch,40 the only meaning for the 3d form given by Arab
grammarians is musaraka, implicit reciprocity.41 In the words of Sibawaihi:
“Know that when you say façaltuhu, there comes from someone else to you the
same as what goes from you to him.”42 Even modern scholars who hold that the
3d form is primarily conative frequently recognize reciprocity as an optional
secondary component of the meaning.43 And yet it is hardly likely that Onqelos
meant that Jacob and Laban were attempting to destroy each other! Moreover,
if the 3d form is conative at all, it is conative with respect to the 1st form, not
the 2d form. Thus, if Àalaba really means ‘attempt to overcome’, as Wright says
it does, it is the conative of Àalaba ‘overcome’—not of Àallaba ‘cause to overcome’.44 The Arabic analogy, then, leads to the interpretation ‘attempt to perish’45 or ‘attempt to perish together with’, rather than ‘attempt to destroy’.
(3) R. Meyuhas b. Elijah,46 a medieval exegete unknown to Heidenheim,
was actually the ˜rst to analyze rbEaO as a Poel perfect: “å¢bed like åibbed, and
it is a verb in the Poel form, as we wrote in Seper ha-Middôt.” The causative
interpretation of the Poel stem, recognized by Gesenius and cited by Kogut in
37. Ewald, Ausführliches Lehrbuch. Ewald’s view was rejected by F. E. König, Historischkritisches Lehrgebäude der hebräischen Sprache (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1881) 1.202: “Und für die
Uebersetzung der obigen Stellen ist die Bedeutung des Einwirkungsstammes nicht gerade nöthig.”
38. GKC1 s55. Kautzsch’s attempt was judged unsuccessful by Fleisch, Les verbes, 19: “L’examen des signi˜cations ne révèle pas une IIIe forme, un Zielstamm comme le veut Kautzsch.”
39. The need for this exclusion was cited as a weakness of Ewald’s theory by König, Historisch-kritisches Lehrgebäude: “Dieselbe Form muss nach jener Ansicht bei den Verben, deren 2.
u. 3. Stammconsonant gleich ist, anders als bei dem relgelmässigen Verb erklärt werden.”
40. Fleisch, Les verbes, 47–57; idem, Traité de philologie arabe (Beirut: Dar el-Machreq,
1979) 2.288–90.
41. Both the 3d and the 6th forms express reciprocity or participation, that is, A and B doing
something with each other. The diˆerence is that the 3d-form verb takes A as its subject and B as
its object, while the 6th-form verb takes A and B as its subject.
42. H. Derenbourg (ed.), Le Livre de Sîbawaihi (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1885–89) 2.253,
lines 13–14. I have followed Fleisch (Les verbes, 47) in omitting the last three words of the sentence.
43. E.g., W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1896) 1.32–33, s43.
44. Ibid.
45. Compare also Ethiopic masana ‘perish’; Thomas O. Lambdin, Introduction to Classical
Ethiopic (Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1978) 225.
46. R. Meyuhas ben Elijah, μyrbd rps l[ çwryp (ed. M. Katz; Jerusalem: Mossad Harav
Kook, 1968) 159.
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connection with our problem,47 is certainly easier to defend than the conative
interpretation. The possibility that Onqelos and the Sipre interpreted dbwa on
the analogy of causatives like μmwq and yt[dwy (1 Sam 21:3) cannot be ruled
out, but I still do not ˜nd this explanation convincing.
(4) A. B. Ehrlich48 conjectured that Onqelos did not simply interpret our
verb as being equivalent to the Piel perfect dB"aI but actually read it that way.
It is di¯cult to evaluate this claim in the absence of ancient manuscripts of
Onqelos. Some manuscripts lead us to believe that Onqelos would have rendered a Piel form of d-b-a with an Aramaic Pael (adbal; see Onqelos to
Deut 12:2) rather than an Åpel (adbwal), but other, less consistent manuscripts
do not.
Evidence for Ehrlich’s hypothesis might be adduced from the traditional
Samaritan reading of the word as a Pi/ael perfect, abb´d,49 and from the Sipre’s
paraphrase of dba with dbya in our verse, but a comparison with Deut 32:28
shows how misleading this evidence is. There, too, the Samaritan tradition has
abb´d50 and the Sipre paraphrases dba with a Piel perfect,51 and yet this evidence hardly shows that the rendering ydbam in Onqelos re˘ects a variant reading tradition.
(5) L. Finkelstein’s claim that the compiler of the midrash in the Passover
Haggada read dB" a 52
I sounds the same as Ehrlich’s, but he may have been referring to a midrashic revocalization rather than a variant reading tradition.
However, neither the Sipre nor the other versions of the midrash contains
statements like dbya ala dbwa yrqt la 53 or dbya bytk,54 which would signal
such a revocalization. Nor do any of the traditional commentators interpret the
midrash that way. Indeed, Hadar Zeqenim asks a question (rmwl wl hyh dbya)55
that presupposes the opposite view. And the version of the midrash in the
Leqah Tob has dybah instead of dbya.
47. Kogut, arqmh, 65. He too does not mention Meyuhas.
48. A. B. Ehrlich, wfwçpk arqm (Berlin: Poppelauer, 1899) 360.
49. Cited according to the transcription of Z. Ben-Hayyim, ˆwrmwç jswn tymraw tyrb[ (Jerusalem: Academy of the Hebrew Language, 1961) 3/1.142; Dreyfus, “L’araméen,” 150; cf. also
Pesce, Dio senza mediatori, 127 n. 84.
50. Ben-Hayyim, Hebrew and Aramaic, 160.
51. Sipre Deut., p. 372, s322: hbwf hx[ larçy wdbya.
52. Finkelstein, “The Oldest Midrash,” 300.
53. For examples of this type of derasha in the Sipre, see Samuel Waldberg, μyywnyçh ykrd
(Lemberg: Menkes, 1870) 44a–b. For examples in rabbinic literature that alter the binyan of a
verb, see ibid., 32b (b. †abb. 114a, 119b), 34b (b. Ros Has. 3a), 36b (b. Sota 10a), 37a (b. Sota
38b, b. Qidd. 9a [bis]), 37b (b. B. Qam. 10b), 39a (b. Sanh. 54b, 89a), 47a (Gen. Rab. s19). C. Milikowsky (personal communication) points out additional examples in b. Sukk. 52a (μylçy-μLçy),
b. Meg. 28a (yaynçm-yaNçm), b. B. Qam. 10b (hnmylçy-hnmLçy).
54. For examples of this type of derasha in the Talmud that alter the binyan of a verb, see
b. B. Qam. 36a (b. Ketub. 69b), 37b (b. Qidd. 59b), 39b (b. Mak. 7b).
55. See Jacob Gellis, jsp lç hdgh :μlçh twpswt (Jerusalem: Tosafot Hashalem, 1989) 61, s11.
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A New Solution
I propose a new solution: that the rabbis interpreted the word dbwa as though
it were Aramaic.56 In Aramaic, dbE/a is not a Qal participle with the meaning
‘perishing, wandering’ but rather, a third masculine-singular Åpel perfect with
the meaning ‘he destroyed’.57 The initial a of the form is the marker of the binyan rather than the ˜rst radical; and the following o is a re˘ex not of *a but
of *aw,58 the root having been transferred from the initial-åalep class to the
initial-waw class.59 The Åpel of this verb occurs, in fact, in Onqelos’s rendering aba ty adbwal a[b hamra ˆbl; indeed, were it not for the insertion of a[b
(compare çqb in the Passover Haggada), Onqelos’s rendering would have
been dbE/a ‘he destroyed’, and there would never have been any question about
the source of the derasha.
It should be noted that the proposed solution accounts not only for the targum’s choice of binyan but also for the tense that it and the Sipre use. The interpretation of dbEaO as a past-tense verb was of crucial importance for the Sipre,
since it is only this tense that would justify its underlying assumption that our
verse presents Laban’s intention to kill Jacob (at Mt. Gilead, according to Rashi)
as though it had been realized.60
A clear example of a derasha’s equating intention with deed based on a
past-tense verb is found in Mek. Exod. 12.28, ‘ “And they did” (wç[yw)—Did
they (really) do (it) already (at this point)? (No), but as soon as they accepted
the obligation to do (it), (Scripture) accounts it to them as though they had
done (it)’. That the derasha on Deut 26:5 had a similar basis is clear from the
similarity between the passage in the Mekilta and the following passage from
56. For the possibility of another bilingual pun underlying the rabbinic understanding of our
verse (ymra interpreted as a Greek word), see David Berger, “Three Typological Themes in Early
Jewish Messianism: Messiah Son of Joseph, Rabbinic Calculations, and the Figure of Armilus,”
AJS Review 10 (1985) 161–62 n. 77.
57. Cf. y. Qidd. 3:12 64c, arbg awhhd ˆyyj atdbwaw ‘and you destroyed the life of “that man” ’.
The form dbwa can also be a ˜rst-person singular Åpel imperfect with the meaning ‘I will destroy’,
as in Tg. Onq. Lev. 23:30. In Jewish dialects of Aramaic, the ˜rst syllable of these forms is åo
rather than åaw.
58. It goes without saying that the rabbis did not consider the defective spelling of the o in
biblical dbEaO an obstacle to interpreting it as derived from *aw; compare the midrashic interpretation of biblical rTO ‘turtledove’ as ‘ox’ (< *ìawr), cited below.
59. Cf. G. Dalman, Grammatik des jüdisch-palästinischen Aramäisch (2d ed.; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1905) 298, 302; T. Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar (London: Williams & Norgate,
1904) 118, s174E.
60. I owe this insight to S. Friedman (personal communication), who compares the midrash
in y. Peåa I,1 16b on Obad 9–10: bqO[“y' ÚyjIa: sm"j“mE :lf<Q;mI ‘Did he (really) kill him? (No), rather it
teaches that he (= Esau) planned to kill him (= Jacob), and Scripture accounted it to him as if he
had killed him’. Cf. also A. M. Silbermann, Chumash with Targum Onqelos, Haphtaroth and Rashi’s
Commentary (London: Shapiro Valentine, 1934) 5.125.
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Midras Psalms 30:61 “R. Nehemiah says: ‘If an idolater planned to transgress,
even though he did not do it, the Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He counts it as if he
had done it, for so it says: “The Aramean destroyed my father.” Where did
Laban destroy Jacob?62 (Nowhere), but since he planned to do it, Scripture accounts it to him as though he had done (it)’.”
It is perhaps not fortuitous that the rabbis chose to read this particular verb
as Aramaic; after all, it describes an activity of an ymra ‘Aramean’. The Bible
has a tendency to use Aramaisms in stories about Laban and other Arameans and
in dialogue involving them.63 An Aramaizing reading of yba dba ymra would
be nothing more than an extension of this tendency to the midrashic realm.
As a matter of fact, forms not unlike the Aramaic Åpel of d-b-a are attested in dialectal contexts in the Bible. In Isa 63:3, in a passage about Edom,
we ˜nd a causative with pre˜xed -a instead of -h: ytlaga. In Hos 11:4, the
form lykI/a is, according to Rabin,64 an example of Aramaic in˘uence on the
Hebrew of the Northern Kingdom: an initial-åalep verb treated as initial-waw
in the H/å-stem. It is precisely these two features which characterize the midrashic analysis of dbEaO as an Aramaic causative.
This would not be the only word in Deuteronomy identi˜ed as Aramaic by
the Sipre. Sipre Deut. 33:2 tells us that the phrase çdq tbbrm htaw is Aramaic,
presumably on account of the word hta “come”65 and then proceeds to give
the word a second Aramaic interpretation on the midrashic level.66 The latter
takes ht:a: as the Aramaic cognate of Hebrew t/a ‘sign’—a noun in the emphatic state instead of a verb.67

61. Quoted here according to the Warsaw edition, p. 82a. Compare also Rashi’s comment to
Deut 26:5, which contains an interpolation based on this passage.
62. Buber’s edition reads: ‘Did Laban (really) destroy Jacob?’
63. See A. Hurvitz, “The Chronological Signi˜cance of ‘Aramaisms’ in Biblical Hebrew,” IEJ
18 (1968) 236–37 and the works by Baumgartner and Kutscher cited there in n. 14; J. C. Green˜eld,
“Aramaic Studies and the Bible,” in Congress Volume:Vienna, 1980 (VTSup 32; ed. J. A. Emerton;
Leiden: Brill, 1981) 129–30; S. A. Kaufman, “The Classi˜cation of the North West Semitic Dialects of the Biblical Period and Some Implications Thereof,” in Proceedings of the Ninth World
Congress of Jewish Studies, vol. 2: Panel Sessions—Hebrew and Aramaic Languages (ed. M. BarAsher; Jerusalem: Magnes, 1988) 55; A. Hurvitz, ‘μymzyamra’ h tyygws :arqmh tpwqtb tymraw tyrb[”
“tyarqmh tyrb[h rqjmb, in grwm hmlçl μyçgwm μydwhyh twnwçlbw tyrb[h ˆwçlb μyrqjm (ed. M. BarAsher; Jerusalem: Bialik, 1996) 87. Examples involving Laban include Gen 30:34, ˆh ‘yes’ rather
than ‘behold’; 31:16, lyxh ‘took back’ rather than ‘rescued’; 31:28 -tçfn ‘you allowed’ rather than
‘you abandoned’ (as though Laban were mistranslating tqbç); and, of course, 31:47, atwdhç rgy.
64. C. Rabin, “[çwhw swm[ lç μnwçl,” in rç[Ayrt rpsb μynwyy[ (ed. B. Z. Lurie; Jerusalem:
Kiryat-Sepher, 1981) 125.
65. Sipre Deut., p. 395, s343.
66. Ibid., p. 398.
67. The word is attested in Dan 3:32, 33; 6:28; it has the expected a corresponding to Hebrew
o. In Galilean Aramaic, the emphatic ending is normally written with h.
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There are, in fact, any number of midrashic Aramaisms scattered throughout rabbinic literature, without any special Aramean context to trigger them.68
Occasionally, the interlingual69 nature of the exegesis is acknowledged, as in
the rabbinic interpretations of (1) Exod 12:4, wskt, as ‘you shall slaughter’ instead of ‘you shall apportion’;70 (2) Gen 15:9, rt, as ‘ox’ instead of ‘turtledove’;71 (3) Hos 8:10, wnty, as ‘they recite’ instead of ‘they oˆer a harlot’s wage’;72
and (4) Ps 136:13, μyrzgl, as ‘for the circumcised’ instead of ‘to pieces’.73 In
each of these derashot, there is an explicit reference to Aramaic (/ymra ˆwçl
ysrws/tymra).74
The derashot considered here are part and parcel of the overall exegetical
program of the rabbis, who were determined to ferret out every imaginable type
of ambiguity in the biblical text: lexical and syntactic, homophonic and homographic,75 synchronic and diachronic,76 intralingual and interlingual. For them,
each derasha was quite literally a “search”—a search for new manifestations
of the omnisigni˜cance of Scripture.
68. For a small collection, see L. Zunz, Die gottesdienstlichen Vorträge der Juden historisch
entwickelt (Frankfurt: Kauˆmann, 1892) 339 note h. See also R. C. Steiner, òˆytamòw òhamò μylmh”
“tymrah lç μyymm[ μybyn l[ wdsytnç twçrdb, Tarbiz 65 (1996) 33–37. We are speaking here about
wordplays, that is, intentional deviations from peshat. It goes without saying that the interpretation
of Hebrew words based on the uncritical use of Aramaic homophones sometimes resulted in unintentional deviations from peshat. A well-known example of this type is the mistranslation of
yxjr rys bawm as ‘Moab, the basin of my hope’ instead of ‘Moab is my washbasin’ in LXX to Ps
60[59]:10 and 108[107]:10. For this and other examples, see J. Barr, Comparative Philology and
the Text of the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968) 54–55 and the references cited there.
69. For a discussion of the interaction of Aramaic and Hebrew in rabbinic texts, see Daniel
Boyarin, “Bilingualism and Meaning in Rabbinic Literature: An Example,” in Fucus: A Semitic/
Afrasian Gathering in Remembrance of Albert Ehrman (ed. Y. L. Arbeitman; Amsterdam: Benjamins, 1987) 141–52. For the theological and historical background of the interlingual derasha
and additional examples, see J. Fraenkel, çrdmhw hdgah ykrd (Tel-Aviv: Modan, 1996) 115–18,
and the literature cited there.
70. Mekilta, Pisha 3.
71. ty[dm hrwdhm, rz[yla ybrd yqrp (Jerusalem: Makor, 1972) 28a, 93.
72. b. B. Bat. 8a. I am indebted to S. Abramson l òò z for this example.
73. Tanhuma Buber, Besallah s12.
74. Unfortunately, none of these derashot involves Hebrew verbal forms with morphologically diˆerent Aramaic verbal homophones. The ˜rst explicit discussion of this type of interlingual
homophony (e.g., jl"v‘: Hebrew imperative but Aramaic perfect; rm"a:, [d'y;: Hebrew perfects but
Aramaic participles) comes in the eleventh century, in al-Kitab al-Mustamil of Ab¿ l-Faraj Har¿n,
but awareness of the phenomenon can be detected earlier, in Kitab jamiç al-Alfaz of David ben Abraham al-Fasÿ and in the Masorah parva of Codex Leningrad B19a to 2 Sam 24:10; see Aharon Maman,
ˆwrb ˆba d[w gòòsr ˆml tymralw tybr[l tyrb[h lç μylmh rxwa tawwçh (Ph.D. diss., Hebrew University, 1984) 107, 240; A. Dotan, “De la Massora à la grammaire: Les débuts de la pensée grammaticale dans l’hébreu,” JA 278 (1990) 23.
75. That is, the orthographic ambiguities inherent in the unpointed consonantal skeleton of the
Masoretic Text. The most common are derashot substituting one vowel for another and v for c.
76. That is, derashot based on Mishnaic Hebrew usage.
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CHAPTER 26 Thanksgiving for the Harvest. 1a When you have come into the land which the LORD, your God, is giving you as a
heritage, and have taken possession and settled in it, 2you shall take some first fruitsb of the various products of the soil which you
harvest.Â CHAPTER 26. Thanksgiving for the Harvest. 1a When you have come into the land which the LORD, your God, is giving you
as a heritage, and have taken possession and settled in it, 2you shall take some first fruitsb of the various products of the soil which you
harvest from the land the LORD, your God, is giving you; put them in a basket and go to. the place which the LORD, your God, will
choose as the dwelling place for his name. Deuteronomy 26:1-19. Firstfruits and Tithes. 1When you have entered the land the Lord your
God is giving you as an inheritance and have taken possession of it and settled in it, 2take some of the firstfruits of all that you produce
from the soil of the land the Lord your God is giving you and put them in a basket.Â 5Then you shall declare before the Lord your God:
â€œMy father was a wandering Aramean, and he went down into Egypt with a few people and lived there and became a great nation,
powerful and numerous. 6But the Egyptians mistreated us and made us suffer, subjecting us to harsh labor. 7Then we cried out to the
Lord, the God of our ancestors, and the Lord heard our voice and saw our misery, toil and oppression. 26:5): peshat and derash.
Raymond apple. A pilgrim who came to the Temple with his first fruits recited a declaration recorded at the beginning of Deuteronomy
26, central to which is a phrase from verse 5, arami oved avi â€“ three apparently simple words, but what trou-ble they caused for the
scholar and, indeed, for anyone who encountered them in the Passover Haggadah! People familiar with Hebrew grammar might wonder
why the translation of these words seems so forced. Here is the Jewish Publication Society (NJPS) translation of the declaration: When
you enter the land . . . you shall take some

